wedding menu

jackandaddi.com + portraits + weddings

the
Menu
At Jack and Addi Photography our primary goal is to create stunning wedding artwork you’ll
treasure for a lifetime. After your honeymoon we will bring you back in to see your images and
enjoy a personal ordering appointment to ensure you get products that both suit your home
decor and lifestyle. After your order is placed we will create a shareable web gallery that will stay
open for one month, so you can share your images with friends and family.

The Jack + Addi Wedding experience starts at | $3500

Every bride and groom is unique, each with different wants and desires for the wedding day,
which is why we don’t have a “one size fits all” mentality when it comes to your wedding. We
have a simple starting coverage investment then our couples build their wedding dreams a’ la
carte. On average, when the dancing shoes are put away, Jack and Addi couples invest between
$3500 and $4500 on the wedding photography experience and portraits.
Every wedding with Jack and Addi includes a complete day of wedding coverage filled with fun
and emotional photographs. We don’t want you thinking about what might get missed based
on time, so just know we have it all covered. Most importantly every couple gets a storybook
album. We try to photograph a wedding like a story, so as you look through the images everyone
can experience the whole day, with every detail, whether they were at the wedding or not.
Cheers,
Brock Kirschenmann

brock@jackandaddi.com
406. 794. 2593

* A $600 non-refundable retainer and contract
will hold your date and go towards your total investment,
which is due in full 30 days prior to your wedding date.
* Prices subject to change. Travel fees may apply
outside of Yellowstone county.

wedding coverage
•
•
•
•
•

| $3500

two photographers, husband and wife team - Brock & Heather
full wedding day coverage
complete collection of wedding digital negatives
30 page custom designed 10x10 storybook wedding album credit
online gallery for viewing and sharing images with family & friends

a’ la carte products
Additional sessions
$250 | 2 hour lifestyle session (engagement, bridal or day after)
$250 | digital negatives of lifestyle session

storybook albums
$300 | upgrade to 12x12 storybook album
$50 | per additional 12x12 album page
$40 | per additional 10x10 album page

Duplicate parent albums
$1200 | 12x12 leather album
$1000 | 10x10 leather album
$800 | 8x8 leather album

Other
$750 | additional wedding day shooter (ceremony & reception coverage)
$175 | fine art canvas wraps and wall portraits starting at $175

traditional prints
You are a work of art, why should your family
portraits be anything less? Celebrate these
milestones with heirloom-quality artwork, each
piece of portrait artwork comes mounted on
museum quality styrene to prevent warping.

parent Albums

fine art Canvas Wraps

12x12..............................................................................$1200
10x10..............................................................................$1000
8x8......................................................................................$800

Fine art canvas wraps are ready to hang and offer
UV-protection lamination. Perfect for a more
contemporary look, canvas wraps are a fresh
alternative to traditional wall portraits.

Parent albums are an exact duplicate of the main

60 inches wide.........................................................$1860
40 inches wide.........................................................$1075
36 inches wide............................................................$698
30 inches wide............................................................$682
24 inches wide............................................................$416
20 inches wide............................................................$372

wedding book. They are offered at a special cost
so everyone can enjoy the complete story from
the wedding day. Regardless of how large the
main album gets the cost of the parent albums
stay the same. This is an investment you will
cherish for a lifetime!

Gallery Collection Bonus
Order 2 and receive wraps at............................ 10% off
Order 3+ and receive wraps at......................... 25% off

Because we want to provide custom sized artwork
with crops that are appropriate to the images,
prices are based on the widest part of the image.

wall portraits
60 inches wide.........................................................$1059
40 inches wide............................................................$897
36 inches wide............................................................$625
30 inches wide............................................................$499
24 inches wide............................................................$365
20 inches wide............................................................$290
14 inches wide............................................................$175

Gift Prints
8x10 or smaller.............................................................. $50

fun engagement session Tips
As mentioned, we include an engagement session for all our couples who book wedding coverage so we can
really get to know them before the wedding day. Engagement photos don’t have to be all formal and proper.
Let’s have a total blast together and still get great pictures, those are the photos you’ll love, guaranteed.
Engagement photos might not seem like that big of deal, but they are going to be more important than you
probably realize and thinking through the process will help you end up with pictures that best reflect both you
as a couple and your love for one another. Also, the pictures you create during your engagement shoot might be
used in other things later like save the date mailings, wedding program, guest book and reception decorations.

Here is a little guide to help you start thinking about a fun engagement session.
Getting Creative | How do you make the photos really fun, creative and memorable? This can be done
several ways, but before making any decisions you should decide, as a couple, how you want the final overall
look and feel of the portraits to end up. You don’t need to have one set theme for all of the photos, but you
need to have a plan for what each of the themes are going to be.
Remember, don’t forget the little details, props can be a huge part of a theme shoot. Maybe for example
you want a carnival theme. You will likely be wearing clothing and accessories that fit, but maybe there is a
buffet of candy, stuffed animals and games on a table nearby that we will also incorporate into the photos
throughout the session.
Choosing The Right Locations | The next thing you need to decide are the locations where you would like
to have your engagement photos taken. These locations are places that would either look really cool, or places
that are special to you as a couple. By choosing different locations that have some type of connection to your
relationship you’ll be more genuine during your shoot and you’re guaranteed to appreciate the images more
in the years to come.

Some great places that could potentially make your list of locations are:
• Where you first met or had your first date.
• A restaurant, coffee shop or any other location that you frequent as a couple.
• A really cool looking landscape or skyline that’s near by.
• A location with lots or bright and vibrant colors.
• A location that would be the last place you would think of taking pictures, like an abandoned warehouse
or old junk yard can look fantastic. Let’s go on an adventure together and take pictures along the way.
Once you select your locations, don’t be afraid to get outside of your comfort zone a little bit when you’re
getting your photos taken. Have fun and explore the spaces – you’re only going to have one chance, so don’t
leave anything out that you’ll regret not getting once you’re finished. Also, while you’re traveling to your
different locations, don’t be afraid to make an impromptu stop if you feel the need to take advantage of a new
place that just presented itself.
Clothing Options And Ideas For Poses | Depending on how many locations that you’re planning on going
to and how long you want to shoot, you may only need one outfit. But, if you’re in it for the long haul and
have plenty of time and patience, think outside the box. Just remember, if you have the room to haul around
a bunch of clothes, it’s always better to pack more stuff than less. Having options is never a bad thing. So, be
prepared and once again, have some fun with it!
Your poses tie in with the clothing that you choose because potentially some of your clothes could limit your
poses due to being too restricted, revealing or who knows what. Your poses should once again reflect your
personality as a couple and you should try to get as many different poses at each location as your time allows.
Also, be ready to do a lot of smiling, kissing, nose-rubbing and butt grabbing because these are what help
create some of the most amazing natural portraits you’ll create.
We recommend simply doing a Google search for “theme engagement photos” this will yield millions of
inspirational samples that can hopefully get your wheels turning a little bit. Enjoy them and also be sure to enjoy
the entire process once it’s time for you to take your own. The more fun you have, the better your engagement
photos will be, We guarantee it!
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